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Introduction
1
We want opportunities for everyone who lives in Utrecht. Our city is booming like never
before; now is the time to realize equal opportunities for every ‘Utrechter’. Whether you
live in Leidsche Rijn or the city center, whether you are growing up in Overvecht or Wittevrouwen: your postal code should not hamper your chances to become what and who you
want to be.
D66 stands for sustainable growth. This means that every child should get the chance to
attend a good school in their own neighborhood. In our city, you should be able to get a
job – wherever your talents may lie. Our city should run on clean energy and provide clean
air to breathe for all of us. On top of that, our city should be a great place to live. In Utrecht, you can be who you are and who you want to be; we will not tolerate racism or discrimination.
“We want a sustainable future, affordable housing and the best education for every
Utrechter. That is our most important commitment for the upcoming local council
elections. Find out more about our plans on utrecht.d66.nl. Support us and vote D66 on
March 21!

					Klaas Verschuure
					Lijsttrekker D66 Utrecht
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Opportunities for everyone

One in ten of the children of Utrecht grows up in poverty. Too many people are
still without a job. Semiliteracy and debt are taboos that cause social isolation,
making it difficult for people to develop themselves. The most important
condition for equal opportunities and personal development is the possibility of
lifelong learning. That is why D66 is determined to realize the best possible
education for everyone. Moreover, we have to do our best for those who are as
yet unable to participate. Everyone deserves the chance to reap the benefits of
our flourishing city. A hospitable, accessible city, that offers opportunities for
everyone to participate and to develop their talents.

D66 wants:
>>

a place for every child at a nearby school that offers pre-school education

>>

a Utrecht Teachers’ Scholarship that allows teachers to grow professionally and to
improve the quality of education

>>

reduce semiliteracy

>>

no more waiting lists for debt relief

>>

instant access to language training and integration processes for refugees
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Green and healthy future

Utrecht should be a healthy, green place to live and work. For us, but certainly
also for our children. That is why we need to treat our environment with respect.
We should treasure the verdancy of our city. This should go without saying, but
reality sometimes paints a different picture. There’s still too much waste, too
much pollution. Our city deserves a more sustainable approach, with green
energy, waste sorting and clean air. In that way, we can ensure Utrecht’s
compliance with the Paris Agreement and with an agreement with ourselves: the
Utrecht Energy Plan. By 2030, we hope to have reached carbon neutrality. We are
convinced that our ambitions are realistic. The municipality should join forces
with inhabitants of Utrecht who are eager to lend their expertise and ideas to our
cause.

D66 wants:
>>

to quickly enhance the sustainability of existing houses; new housing should at least
be carbon neutral

>>

to wean the city from natural gas and adopt sustainable energy

>>

large-scale sustainable energy generation in Rijnenburg and solar panels on empty 		
roofs

>>

to protect the nature and water of Utrecht, while at the same time allowing room for
recreation and events

>>

clean air for every inhabitant of Utrecht
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Space to live

Utrecht is growing. Fast. We want to keep this growth in check. Everyone
deserves a good place to work and live. That is why we want to make optimal
use of the available space. The people of Utrecht should get as much space as
possible to realize their initiatives, dreams and ambitions. The city’s growth also
brings liveliness and entrepreneurialism to the city. On top of that, growth allows
us to invest in new facilities. The city’s prosperity also brings challenges: due to
the growing demand for houses, prices are rising. Utrecht should have
suitable, affordable and sustainable housing available for everyone who wants to
live here. The city’s growth, however, should not put undue pressure on nature in
and around our city. That’s why we choose urban infill instead of expansion.

D66 wants:
>>

affordable living for everyone in Utrecht

>>

to quickly start with the realization of affordable rental houses and owner occupied 		
houses

>>

to increase the amount of student housing

>>

give space to Utrecht’s growth within the existing city

>>

improve facilities in Leidsche Rijn Centrum
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A clean city that offers smart accessibility

The people of Utrecht are constantly on the move. Moreover, Utrecht lies
nearby one of the main traffic junctions of our country. Sadly, this junction
often becomes a bottleneck. If we are not careful, traffic in and around our city
will get permanently stuck. This calls for smart, clean measures in transport
and reachability. If everyone travels by car, we will be left in a permanent traffic
jam, polluting our air and endangering our safety. That is why D66 is the cyclists’
party. We feel that the bicycle is a more than viable alternative for all the city’s
means of transport. On top of that, pedestrians deserve all the space they need.
Over the last decades, the travel time between cities has decreased; nowadays,
the biggest opportunities for time saving lie within the city. Currently, almost all
the public transport in the city is directed to Utrecht Central Station; some of it
should be diverted to other nodes. We need to relegate our bottlenecks to the
past.
D66 wants:
>>

good, uninterrupted cycling paths between all Utrecht’s neighborhoods

>>

scooters should be diverted to the roadway

>>

an extra public transport node – e.g. at Utrecht Science Park – to help relieve
Utrecht Central Station

>>

more charging locations for eletrical cars and space for a fuel cell station

>>

renovate the ‘Noordelijke Randweg Utrecht’ (NRU) with multi-level junctions
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Working towards new growth

We want to build a sustainable, future proof economy and realize new, green
growth. Conditions are better than ever, presenting us with a unique opportunity to realize our ambitions. An opportunity to allow everyone to participate in
our city and to make the most of their talents. On top of that, the city’s growth
and the arrival of innovative companies and entrepreneurs requires new, diverse
skills. Training and education should adapt to both the city’s requirements and
students’ skills, allowing everyone to optimally develop their talents. It goes without saying that D66, being the entrepreneurs’ party, wants to create an attractive
environment for entrepreneurs. We do that by getting rid of superfluous regulations and by aligning entrepreneurs, labor market and education.
D66 wants:
>>

to establish Utrecht as the main centre of health innovation and healthy urban living

>>

to bring the complete supply chain within the city’s borders: what’s invented at
Utrecht Science Park should be put into production at Lage Weide and Papendorp

>>

to invest in favorable conditions for start ups; Utrecht will become ‘start up city’.

>>

to re-train unemployed people toward careers in booming sectors such as
sustainability, health care, IT and education

>>

low-regulation wellfare that does not confront lastingly unemployed people with
superfluous regulations
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Vibrant city

To us, culture is not a hobby or a pastime for the privileged, but a source of
inspiration for everyone. Arts and culture allow the people of Utrecht to
flourish. When it comes to culture, Utrecht has much to offer. This, together with
its many cafes and restaurants, events and festivals, adds to Utrecht’s
status as a city where many people want to live. And we have more than just a
rich history to draw from. Utrecht is increasingly positioning itself as a modern
city. In Utrecht, these elements exist side by side: we treasure the past, but we
also encourage innovation and experimentation. Utrecht is also a city of sports,
with an unprecedent number of people actively participating in sports and a
flourishing scene of sports clubs. We will keep on encouraging this, because
everyone should be able to practice sports in our growing city.
D66 wants:
>>

to protect Utrecht’s heritage and, wherever necessary, give heritage sites a new
purpose

>>

develop the cultural sector and amateur arts in every neighborhood of Utrecht

>>

limit renting out through platforms such as AirBnB to a maximum of 60 nights per 		
year

>>

put an end to waiting lists for sports clubs

>>

realize safe and attractive opportunities for sports in public spaces
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We take care of each other

Everyone in Utrecht deserves the chance to live a healthy, active life. Our city
should facilitate and stimulate such a life. Of course, everyone needs help
sometimes. When this is the case, we take care of each other. Quickly and
effectively. Over the last few years, several public responsibilities have been
decentralized to the municipality. Utrecht’s ‘buurtteams’ – neighborhood teams –
are now the first point of contact for people that require support or care or need
help with family related issues. This is a new situation that requires a lot of adaptation for all of us. Utrecht has invested much in order to complete the
transition as successfully as possible. D66 wants to give people more control
over their own situation, but also to organize support that fits their needs and is
near at hand, wherever you may live within the city. People themselves are perfectly capable to make their own choices and to organize their life, care and
support in the best possible way.
D66 wants:
>>

easy access to health care in every neighborhood in Utrecht

>>

to make sure that everyone knows where to find their neighborhood teams and
‘social brokers’

>>

to prevent loneliness among the elderly

>>

to allow care professionals room to offer tailor made services to their clients

>>

to regulate cannabis growing and, eventually, legalize soft drugs
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Living together in freedom and security

In Utrecht, you are free to live your life the way you want to. To look the way you
want to look, to believe what you want to believe and to love who you want to
love. In Utrecht, there is no room for discrimination and racism. However, the
growth of the city can sometimes result in tensions. This requires us to keep on
talking to each other. We do not always have to agree, but clashing world views
should never result in exclusion or violence. A safer Utrecht is a responsibility we
all share. And we are only able to reach this goal if we – inhabitants,
entrepreneurs, government and others – work together. We take sentiments of
unrest seriously; at the same time, however, we refuse to be governed by fear.
We want to prevent crime, by targeting the underlying causes. This means that
we have to invest in opportunities for everyone.
D66 wants:
>>

a city that focuses on human rights

>>

to continue with the ‘Rainbow agenda’ for LHBTI themes

>>

Pleasant public areas where the people of Utrecht contribute to public safety

>>

for police officers, municipality and social workers to be visible and approachable in 		
every neighborhood

>>

better cooperation between, among others, municipality and police, making sure 		
that crime will never pay in our city
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Lively democracy

A lively democracy requires active citizenship of everyone living in Utrecht.
Everyone should have the opportunity to help make decisions and plans, and to
contribute to our city. To us, it is important that a diverse group of people
becomes involved in our local democracy, including people who are not normally
the first to make themselves heard. Utrecht belongs to every ‘Utrechter’. We are
convinced that investing in participation is effective, leading to policy that
reflects the ideas of a wider range of people. Over the last few years, Utrecht has
– under the guidance of D66 – developed into an open city that values individual
initiative. We will continue to fight for this cause. Democratic innovation,
transparency and a willingness to experiment should become a founding
principle of the city. Privacy, digital security and excellent service on behalf of
the municipality are top priorities for the coming period.
D66 wants:
>>

to facilitate initiatives of inhabitants and neighborhoods and to allow them to have a 		
say in the development of their city

>>

to invest in journalism in Utrecht

>>

a municipality that communicates in a clear and understandable way

>>

innovative, user friendly service by the municipality with good customer care

>>

Utrecht to be ahead of the pack with regards to new European privacy regulation
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Finance: a solid foundation

The municipality of Utrecht has an annual budget of €1,4 billion. Public funds,
that we want to use wisely. As part of the municipal government, D66 has in the
last few years made sure that the city’s financial position remained healthy. The
city has been able to deal with setbacks without having to increase local taxes.
The solid financial foundation allows us to effectively deal with the opportunities and challenges that arise and to invest wherever necessary. The people of
Utrecht should always be able to track what happens with their tax money. The
municipality, then, should offer complete transparency and inhabitants should be
able to help decide about investments in their own neighborhood.
D66 wants:
>>

low local taxes as guiding principle

>>

Utrecht to decide about the spending of tax money, and not the national
government in The Hague

>>

total transparency for everyone living in Utrecht about the origin of municipal money
and the way it is spent
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